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August 2017
3rd

Property Market Update
Lewis Chambers

VoT

Louis Thorp

10th

Help for Heroes - A
Personal Journey - Mike
Jackson

VoT

Ian Dewis

17th

Essex Wildlife Trust
John Hall

VoT

Peter Hill

24th

Business Meeting /FB

OoR

Robert Jacklin

31st
Guest’s Evening - A
Policeman’s Lot - Dave Murthwaite
VoT

PRESIDENT PETER’S FIRST MEETING
President Peter inducted new member Robin Smith into
Forum at the start of July as he presided over his first meeting in
this new year. Seen here with his wife Jean, Robin is a previous
Rotarian and so is in tune with its aims and ideals. We welcome
you Robin and look forward to getting to know you better and
including you in our future Forum projects.

Tony Dutch

September 2017
7th

Colne Housing, Sara Thakker

VoT

Bill Frame

14th

Colchester Bridge Club

Where is
our new
President
off to
now?
Page 10

Vicky Potter
VoT

David Priest

21st

Day in the Life of a
Forensic Scientist - David
Pryor

VoT

Trevor Hunnaball

28th

Business Meeting /FB

OoR

Julia Harding

!
Getting to know …
Bill Frame - Page 5

In this issue: President’s Ramblings, The Handover, Auld Nags Folly,
British Triathlon Team, Football Refereeing, Croquet, Freewheelers
and more!
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PRESIDENT’S RAMBLINGS

!

EDITORIAL

!

Editors: Jo Portway
& Colin Bennett

As Co-Editor I would like to say
a huge welcome to new member
of Forum Robin Smith
especially as it always helps to
have another Hammers
supporter in the Club. A man of
discerning tastes obviously.
Forum members are a talented
bunch but so are their partners.
I’ve had the pleasure of visiting
the gardens of two this month Julie Morehen and Francoise
Powell. I found Julie up to her
neck in stinging nettles and
prickly plants as she was
building a defence wall of
greenery - I hope it did the job
but if not I am sure I’ve got
some huge brambles she can
use. Her garden is beautiful as
some of you will know if you
were at the vintage tea party
there recently. And Francoise?
I made the mistake of taking her
a present of courgettes not
knowing she is almost self
sufficient in the veggie dept!!
The garden is stunning (and
should be thrown open to all to
see) although the World War II
bomb shelter adds a certain
quirkiness…! So much love and
attention and hard work devoted
to their gardens by both women;
I’m envious and will have to
crack the whip over my
gardener to get my garden in
some sort of order. But as
Francoise says “I’m saving Peter
£thousands in counselling fees
as gardening” - as we all know “is one of the most therapeutic
activities known to women.”
We had an inspiring talk by
Donald Barber, the triathlete,
this month, as well as a talk on
everything you could possibly
want to know about football
refereeing by Kelvin Moreton
That’s another tick on the bucket
list then.
Have a scorching August. Love
& luck.
Jo
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My first ramblings (July edition) had to be written about a fortnight before
becoming President due to irresistible editorial pressure (you all know Jo!) and at
that time I could not realistically ramble about anything.

!
!

However, now that I have vast experience of the presidential role (3 weeks to date)
I do at least have something upon which to ramble.
My first points, however, are not mere rambles (a far too lightweight word) but
first a sincere and deep thank you to Ray for all his work last year and his
encouragement for this.

!

And secondly, a thank you to you all for the messages of goodwill and support you
have given Francoise and I. We were overwhelmed and simply had no idea of the
warmth that flows to the President and his “first lady”. How can it possibly go
wrong from here? – as the Titanic captain said as he left port sipping coffee.

!

I stumbled through the first meeting on the 6th July, despite the wonderful help
from Nick and Ivan, and I was very fortunate to be able to induct a new member,
Robin Smith, at my first meeting.

!

I have known Robin for some time and again welcome him
and his wife, Jean, into the Forum family. He is going to
be a splendid addition to our Club but I hope
that having to dress as part of a pantomime
horse has not deterred him.

!

The second meeting was a little less uncertain for me and
of course I felt at home with our speaker, Donald Barber, a
fellow tri-athlete. Of course, while Donald swims, cycles
and runs for approximately 11 hours continually, my own
three events are limited to starters, main course and dessert. It is hard to imagine
the amount of dedication needed for his achievements but in my defence I should
point out that I sometimes manage cheese as well!

!
!

The third meeting was a visit from Kelvin Morton, a former Premier League referee
and I hope my errors were not too evident (sorry Irene).
As I said at the Handover, I will serve the Club to the best of my ability but I hope
you will bear with me when there are muck-ups and just remember that “worst
things happen at sea” as the aforementioned captain exclaimed as he spilled the
aforementioned coffee.

Peter
DIARY DATES:
24th August
- 18.30 - 20.00 Council at The Rose & Crown Hotel
17th September - Old Nags Folly. Race down the High Street.
22nd September - 13.00 - 24th September - 13.00 - District 1240 Conference at
the Norton Park Hotel, Winchester
28th September - 18.30 - 20.00 Council at The Rose & Crown Hotel
29th September - 16.00 - Mon 2nd October - 10.00 Forum at Arundel
14th October
- 19.30-23.30 Dance in aid of End Polio Now, Moot Hall, Colchester
3rd November - Thomas Lord Audley, Mock Job Interviews
17th December - Royal Albert Hall, Jingle Bells matinee, Contact Alan Tindall
21 April 2018
- Danbury RYLA heat Mid & North Essex
6 May 2018
- Thurrock RYLA heat South Essex
8-10 June 2018 - Danbury RYLA final

!
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Meeting report 13 August - Life as an Amateur Triathlete - Donald Barber!

!Our speaker today was

Donald Barber,
Building Surveyor with
Fenn Wright but he
didn’t come to tell us
about the joys of
building surveying ….
he came to tell us about
his journey into the
world of triathletics.
Fenn Wright sponsor
Donald who this
summer competed for Team GB in the MiddleDistance Triathlon European Championships in
June. The European triathlon elite was held in
Herning, Denmark and was an immense gruelling
challenge. Donald went head to head with
Europe’s most talented triathletes over a course of
a 1.9km swim, 90km bike ride and 21.2km run.
Donald said: “It was a tremendous privilege to be
representing my country and a fantastic opportunity.
Thanks to Fenn Wright’s sponsorship, I have been
able to expand my training, ensuring that I am at the
peak of fitness when competing against Europe’s
finest.”
Donald started in this arena in October 2013 but
soon realised he was not as fit as he needed to be
for such a sport. For a start he could barely swim
and that seems to be a first prerequisite of the
sport! He could cycle and he could run so not all
was lost. He found training by himself (not in a
gym) and setting himself challenges paid off as he
progressed in training terms and got better each
month. He found an excellent trainer (who lives in
Norfolk) whom he sees regularly.
As he is half-Swiss
he was thrilled to be
able to compete in an
event in his mum’s
home town with 3000
other people!!
However he had set
his sights on an Iron
Man challenge and
consistently trained
to build up his
endurance. At the same time as all the training
(starting at 5am and finishing after midnight with a
day’s work in between), he as also studying and
has now successfully completed a degree in
building surveying at Anglia Ruskin University,
graduating impressively with first class honours.
He freely admits that the winter training takes
some stamina but doesn’t let up whatever season it
is. The swimming is the most gruelling with 152

lengths per session - sometimes taking boredom to its
limits. Along the way in training he has picked up
some injuries but he glossed over them as succeeding
is more important to him.
The events mean he has been able to travel
extensively and that brings its own rewards. One
event took him to Barcelona, but prior to that put in
months of intensive training which meant he could
go for the Iron
Man challenge.
For
this
challenge he
tried to make the
day as normal as
a training day.
Everything was
set, the bike was
good, the swim
was a rolling start
and his legs felt
strong. He came out of the swim exhausted but says
“you just have to run up the beach, onto your bike, over
the speed bumps (ouch) and start your ride.” He
finished ahead of his planned schedule and moved onto
the running which felt good and he covered 9 full miles
before hitting the wall. He turned into the final stretch
with leaden legs and having passed the finish line,
collapsed - after 11 hours 50 mins of immense effort.
After any event Donald says there is always a deep
come down as you realise you don’t need to train and
it’s usually around 3 weeks before training starts again.
He has also visited Croatia for an event (1/2 Iron Man)
which took place during a monsoon! However, his
times were good and he qualified for Great Britain.
Donald went onto to explain the different ‘classes’ of
triathletes.

His last event was the one in June in Denmark.
What next? Donald has now set his sights on
improving his times and developing a more efficient
way of training. For example he can do 23mph on a
bike (Tour de France riders do 30mph) so he knows
the figures he is aiming for. He wants to go to Ibiza
next year and/or Austria. And long term? In 2-3 years
time possibly the world’s event but in the meantime
he will strive for a peak performance.
John Russell gave the vote of thanks congratulating
Donald on making the GB team and said his talk
made us all feel a little worn out! He also wanted to
know what ‘class’ we would all be in if Forum put up
a team…..he said Donald shows a remarkable,
almost unique, sense of purpose and dedication.
Donald says it’s like an addiction and he intends to
continue for as long as it makes sense and he
continues to improve.
He is obviously an astounding athlete who not only
does himself and his sponsors proud, but we hope,
one day, to see him making the headlines for GB.
Jo Portway
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Meeting report - 20th July - Football Refereeing - Kelvin Morton

You could say I don’t know a lot
about football. I know West Ham
won the World Cup in 1966 ‘cos I
saw it (OK so there were a few
others there to make up numbers)
and it was a cracking match. There
haven’t been too many other
cracking matches since then but
Hammers fans are loyal to the end.
Of course within Forum we have a
lot of aficionados of the round ball
game … and that reminds me of the
time when an old MD sent me a
report which didn’t make sense so I
sent it back with “Round objects”
written in the margin. Of course he came back with ‘Who
is this Round and to what does he object?” Lovely man
old Obie at CBS. Back to the round object ….so I wasn’t
sure I needed to know more about the game, particularly
refereeing but that’s where I was wrong.
It’s not just a case of a man in a different
coloured shirt running up and down trying to
catch up with the chap with the ball and having
time out to chat with his mates in similar
colours at the edge of the pitch. Ooo no. Lot
more to it than that.
So it’s just as well Kelvin Morton came to see
us today and I was able to learn loads more …
His job now, after many years as a professional
(renowned) referee, is assessing referees.
Kelvin came to us at the request and as a friend
of President Peter and started off by saying Col
Utd’s old ground had a lot more character than
the new stadium and wished they were still
there. Modern days refs can work for a lot longer but
Kelvin had to retire at 49. He feels there is a lot more
intrusion into the game these days. He noted that refs get
paid a lot more now too!
He went on to tell us many anecdotes about teams and
players he knew including the one about Tommy Docherty,
Chopper Harris and George Best. Not repeatable here so
you should have been there.
Kelvin said players today are very intelligent (!) … and
then told us more stories to prove the point.
As a match observer, people in his position are given an
iPad with ear pieces to help with the assessment. Referees
are under a lot more scrutiny these days (and so it should
be he says) and believes they are the guardians of
standards, technical assessment and key match decisions.
It’s also about man management and proper controlling of
the game. Referees have to make split second judgements sometimes they get it wrong - but on the whole they do a
really good job although some refs are better than others!
Kelvin’s work involves having a guideline (which he
showed us) to ensure matches are consistent in
observations. The work results in a better judgement of
games and includes ‘best practice’, ‘expected results’,
guidance, and major development.

!

Kelvin said he could talk on the subject
for a couple of hours but Peter was
giving him the signal for winding up
(and he’s an expert in signals!) so he
stopped for questions.
David Jones said in rugby the 10
minute sending off (sin bin) idea seems
to work well so could Kelvin see that
coming to football? Kelvin said he
would like to see it in place as it means
that particular game is feeling the result
of infringements rather than another
team benefitting a few weeks down the
line. David followed up with a question
about abuse of refs and Kelvin confirmed that this was just
not acceptable but you can’t change attitudes overnight.
Alan Tindall felt refs do not punish enough when shirt
pulling occurs and Kelvin agreed this should be
stopped completely.
And Kelvin finished off with another anecdote about
the ref who said to two teams as they went onto the
field “May the best team win” to be answered by the
manager of one team “I bloody hope not or we’ll be
wasting our time”. Finally Bill Frame gave an
amusing vote of thanks.
So there you go. Everything you needed to know
about footy refereeing delivered in one quick talk by
an expert. I think I understood, I know everyone else
did but I am still a bit more partial to the oblong
shaped ball. But in ending we have to note that
Kelvin, a former referee from Bury St Edmunds was
honoured for 50 years’ service at Suffolk FA’s Night
of 1,000 Years awards ceremony. He received the award
for long service in recognition for the time he has devoted
to refereeing. At 23, Kelvin was promoted on to the
Football League as an assistant referee and, in 1982, was
promoted on to the National List of Football Referees.
During his illustrious career, Kelvin refereed on Barclays
Premier League matches from 1992 to 1995 and was the
fourth official
during the
1992 FA Cup
Final.
Since retiring
as an active
official, Kelvin
has joined the
National List
of Football
League Assessors and assesses on the Barclays Premier
League.
He is a member and supporter of the Referees’ Association
and has served as Secretary, Chairman and President of his
local branch in Bury St Edmunds. To referee for 50, 40 or 25
years is a remarkable achievement which should rightly
deserve a lot of recognition. Our thanks to him for visiting us
today.
Jo Portway
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GETTING TO KNOW YOU …….Bill Frame

!

Where were you born: In the East Midlands
in Leicester but I would have been expected
to be in Glasgow had not my father been
offered a lucrative contract with Leicester
City as a professional footballer on the
princely sum of £5 a week. I actually have his
original contract from 1933.
Education: My senior school was Alderman
Newtons Grammar School in Leicester and
guess what they played - Rugby! However
there was a lad called Barry Lineker in my
class who was keen on football so we
organised a team to play on Saturday mornings
unknown to the School. Barry of course is Gary
Lineker’s father.
When did you join Rotary and Why: I
joined in 1982 when working in London. I
had contact with a Manager of a Building
Society on behalf of the company and he
invited me to join. At that time it was
about representing the Company to local
businesses but it soon evolved into getting
involved in community activities which
interested me. However I moved jobs and
house and my Rotary involvement lapsed
until a chance meeting with Rodney Borgartz after I had
moved jobs back to Colchester in 1999. So I was
pleased to renew my acquaintance with Rotary again by
joining Forum.
How would you describe Rotary to a stranger: It’s a
group of people who wish to give something back to
their Community and have fun at the same time.
What is the best thing Rotary has done Internationally
and Locally: Clearly Internationally the polio
eradication scheme sits with me as Dawn my wife had
polio as a child and I wouldn’t want other children to to
have to go through that.
Locally ‘Food for Thought’
has great potential for
enriching children’s lives
but we have done some
unsung work with literacy
and youth development
which should be
recognised.
What is the pet hate that
makes your hackles rise:
Intolerance. Unfortunately
Collecting for the food bank
the availability of various
forms of social media
which were originally
designed for communication have been misused by
some people as a way of spewing out hate particularly
on people they don’t know and hiding behind
anonymity when doing it.

Who in history is the person you would most
like to buy a pie and a pint: My Great
grandfather x 6 James Frame who was born in
1741 in Dalserf, Lanarkshire. I would be
interested in what sort of life he led but also to
ask him who his parents and grandparents were
as I am stuck on my genealogy tree! although
any DNA profile reveals some vague connection
with the Dukes of Hamilton.
Who is the person who influenced you the most:
When I worked in Colchester and Bishops
Stortford my boss was an ex-Army major who
had a clear and concise approach to problem solving
and getting things moving. I was very flattered when he
rang me after he had gone to London to
work and suggested I put an application
in for a job in his new department. It
was that move and his confidence in me
that made me realise that I could
achieve things in life.
What is the Philosophy that underpins
your life: This title sounds very grand
but when it boils down to basics its
With Dawn
really quite simple. Be true to yourself.
Do what you believe in and whilst I
don’t believe in being brutally frank make sure your
view is accurately represented.
What is the most surprising thing about you that that
people don’t know: I was a Sergeant in the Army! I was
one of the last to be called up to do National Service at
18 and someone had tipped me off that applying to to be
transferred to the Education Corps would be a good
move as the lowest rank in
that Corps was a Sergeant.
With Tony & Mike
After basic training I went
during the great bus
on a 12 week course to
challenge!
become an Instructor and
was duly posted to
Germany as the Education
Sergeant for the 1st
Middlesex Regiment in
Hamlin for 18 months.
How would you spend a
fantasy 24 hours with no travel restrictions:I would
start with breakfast on the Terrazza Danieli overlooking
the Grand Canal in Venice with of course a Bellini to
start with. I would then go straight to Perth for the
opening day of the Australia v England test match and
come back to the Wolseley in London for lunch. I
would then take Dawn shopping in New York for the
afternoon having tea at Trump Towers just to see what
over the top opulence looked like. The evening would
be at Eden Park watching the All Blacks play the Lions
and I would just get back in time for a pint of Adnams
in the Hospital Arms!
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The Handover
As noted before there was a special evening event held on 29 June at Colchester Golf club as we celebrated the
handover of one President (Ray Gamble) to the next (Peter Powell). Herewith are just some of the pictures from the
fun evening.

!
!
!
!
!

Above: The
transfer of chain.
Left - President
Peter with VicePresident Elect
Cas Morehen.
Below: Give us a
kiss!

!

!
!
!
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Cheque presentations
And during the event, President Ray was able to hand over cheques to The
Samaritans, (bottom right: Karen Thompson), Beacon House (left: Vivienne
Wiggins) and Age Concern Colchester (bottom left: Jonathan Moore) after
our fundraising activities

Children's Logic: "Give me a sentence
about a public servant", said a teacher.
The small boy wrote: "The fireman came
down the ladder, pregnant." The teacher
took the lad aside to correct him. "Do you
know what pregnant means?", she asked.
“Of course", replied the young
boy
confidently. “It means carrying a child."

!
!
!
!
!
!

The trip to Myanmar
And finally we had an extensive picture show of
David and Pauline’s fabulous trip to Myanmar.

!

Above:
President
Ray receives
his
handmade
‘end of year’
Presidential
Memory
Cushion

!

!
!

Chris & Peter Hill’s Summer
Garden Party
The annual summer garden party held in
July was not only enjoyed by all who
attended, but raised £3000 for CLIC
Sargent and St Helena Hospice. Even a
shower or two couldn’t dampen the
enjoyment.

!

Viv Juniper
smiling
through a
shower!
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Opening of the Reading Garden at Iceni Academy by Ron Jervis
In December the Iceni Academy community was
devastated by the loss of a cherished teacher, Siobhan
Miller, whose love of teaching in particular English,
had inspired not only the children in her class but also
those adults and parents who knew her. Siobhan had
only worked at the school for a relatively short time but
we had all been touched by her joyful exuberance and
generosity of spirit. No-one had ever seen a new teacher
arrive with so many books and we are extremely
grateful to her family who have donated them to the
school library. Because of her passion for reading, a
plan was devised to build a reading garden in the school
grounds in Siobhan’s memory. A committee was put
together and their initial meeting was held back in
March. Moving on from this meeting, local companies
were approached to see if they would be able to help
with the garden and we were delighted to receive help
and donations from Kent Blaxill, Perrywood Garden
Centre, Poplar Nurseries, Keys Is Us and Majestic
Wine. A Just Giving Page was set up and through a
request in our school newsletter, donations of garden
ornaments came in from parents and funds were raised
to a total of £720.
On the day of Siobhan’s funeral, the children had the
opportunity to write down, draw and model their ideas
for the garden. These ideas were then put to members
of the school community who made the final selection.
Sketches of these were then produced by our Art
teacher, Catherine Graydon. Finally, work was then able
to start.
Kent Blaxill came in to help lay the
foundations and their wonderful representative, Monica,
also made stepping stones with some of the children.
Our Site Manager, Martin Hughes , constructed the
wooden frame and raised beds and some of our year 6
children, with the help of our Art teacher, designed and
decorated pebbles.

planters and Siobhan’s son, Ben, has also been into
school to work with the children.
A wooden arbour, donated by Poplar Nurseries, now
provides a pleasant extra seating area, especially with
the comfy cushions from Kent Blaxill and finally
colourful bedding plants from Perrywood Garden
Centre to complete the look.
Dave King, on behalf of Iceni Academy’s Governors,
welcomed the generosity of local suppliers and passed
on his thanks to them, the Headteacher and her team for
a lasting tribute to a much loved member of staff, which
would give an area of peace and calm to many in the
future.
KAREN WALLACE - Head Teacher whose 7 years in
charge have raised the
School to Academy
level has retired.
Karen has encouraged
FORUM to provide
Reading support for
many years, and has
also taken part in
many projects as a
Rotarian in the
Centurion Rotary
Club. of Colchester. Karen has no immediate plans for
a Career future, but we wish her
success in all she undertakes.

LISA CORBY - Has taken over
the role of Head teacher. Lisa
has taught in the school for 6
years and recently Form C3.
Support has been given by
FORUM to her pupils every
Tuesday in Reading
One of our children, Luke Fisher, played a big part in
improvement. We are very
helping our Site Manager to construct the raised
pleased to offer her and the
School our continued help.
.....................................................................................

!CAREERS PRESENTATION AT LAYER DE LA HAYE PRIMARY SCHOOL by Bill Ward

Following our recent careers presentation at Layer we have had some thank-you letters from the pupils. They include
some interesting points that I think are worth sharing. The most popular speakers were the journalist, Neil Darcy
Jones, (although the hope was expressed that he might speak more slowly next time) and Julia Harding. Julia is
always popular because she brings her plumbing and heating tools. There were a lot of the children who wanted more
speakers to bring “props,” to illustrate what they were talking about and make it more interesting. They also wanted to
be more involved themselves in the event rather than just being an audience. One letter asked for more humour in the
presentations.
Many students wanted information about more occupations. The biggest number of requests was for an artist and the
next for an architect. We do have an architect in the club who is also an excellent artist so perhaps Terry could take
part in the next event. There was one request for an author but modesty would forbid me from thinking my one book
and a few magazine articles qualify me for this task. The other suggested occupations included a PE teacher,
footballer, athlete, police officer, fireman, riding instructor, photographer, beautician, dancer, musician, scientist,
hairdresser and a builder. This would seem an invitation to run a big event with lots of people at different tables to
promote their particular professions. Knowing how difficult it is to get a team of speakers together on a specific date
this might be thought to be too ambitious.
A common theme to all the letters was that they did enjoy our presentation and felt that had learned something of
interest and had been given some new ideas for their future jobs.
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HAPPENSTANCE by Bill Ward

!My son Ian is a teacher of French

Marilyn & Ian
at a school in Gawler, South
Australia. Every two years he
organises an exchange with a
school in Macon in France. The
students from Macon go to
Australia for a two week stay with
families and then the Australians
go from Gawler to Macon to do the
same. They then go to Paris for a
week so that they can see some of the well-known
sights of the capital. We have booked the same week
in Paris for a number of years so that we can see Ian
and take part in some of the activities he has
arranged.
After a few years Marilyn and I have seen some
places repeatedly. We do not mind going again on a
bateau mouche for dinner and we can always visit the
Louvre and Versailles and see something new but the
Eiffel Tower and the Arc de Triomphe can get a little
dull on repetition. We usually try to plan ahead to
spend some time to ourselves looking at something
which is new to us. This year we decided to visit the
house of Victor Hugo whilst Ian took everyone else
up the Eiffel Tower. This was most interesting and
we learned a lot
about his life.
Thrush feeding young
Planning is one thing
but often you find
interesting things
happening by sheer
chance. We had then
arranged to meet Ian
at the Musée de
l’Armée. The
students had been
offered the choice of this or shopping in the Champs
Elysées so only Ian and two students chose the
Museum. Whilst we were waiting for them we found
a very small park near the Museum called the Square
de Santiago de Chili where we decided to eat our
sandwiches for lunch. The park had a huge 200 year
old plane tree and a newly planted Chilean pine tree
– an Araucaria. It also had a bust of Antoine de SaintExupéry, who Marilyn knew of from reading his
works including the famous Le Petit Prince and I
knew from reading of his exploits as a pilot in WW2.
He disappeared whilst flying his American twinengined Lightning fighter from Algeria to France.
As we sat down to eat we noticed several thrushes in
the garden. At home we used to have thrushes in the
garden but in recent years they have become scarce
so we were pleased to see so many in the middle of a
big city. To our astonishment one of the thrushes

came running over to our bench and
began begging for food so I dropped
some cheese and ham which it
immediately took to feed one of its
young. This continued for several
minutes with the thrush running to and
fro. I have never been so close to a
thrush before as usually they are very
shy of humans and this one did not
even mind me taking photographs.
After a while some pigeons saw there
was food there and swooped down but I stopped
putting down food and they went away. The thrush
immediately returned for more and did not hesitate to
run between my feet.
After our visit to the Museum
we went for dinner with Ian
and his students and then
began to walk to the Jardins du
Luxembourg. As we walked
towards the gardens the sky
grew blacker and blacker and
then there was lightning and
thunder and a torrential
downpour began. We were just
passing the Pantheon so we Bust of Saint-Exupery
fled inside for shelter. Students
in France get special rates for national monuments
but Marilyn and I had to pay the full price (no OAP
concession either). Many famous French people are
buried in the Pantheon and we saw almost
immediately the first of these to be interred there,
Victor Hugo. There were photographs of his
tremendous funeral procession leading from the Arc
de Triomphe to the Pantheon, so we learned more
about his life and death.
When we came upstairs we
entered the great dome
where they had Foucault’s
pendulum in operation. It
was here that Foucault did
his experiment to show
that, if you had a very
heavy pendulum on a very
long wire suspended from a
point mounting and set it
swinging, it would
Tomb of Victor Hugo continue in the same plane
in space. By watching it
move over markings on the floor you could see the
earth revolving beneath it. Many of the students have
never heard of this experiment and were fascinated to
be able to see the earth move.
So you often come across interesting things by sheer
chance. Just a couple of examples of true serendipity.

!

Thought for the month: Guest thinker - Peter Powell.
“The best way of explaining tax to your children is to eat 30 per cent of their ice cream.“
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Anyone for croquet? by Robert Jacklin. Pictures by Bill Ward

Alan Rustage shows how
it is done
Tony Dutch shows how
not to do it

Francoise looks very
serious

Our president put in a fleeting appearance on
his way elsewhere, but where? He couldn’t tell
anyone at the time but he was trying out for
the new James Bond. He probably would have
got the role but Daniel Craig decided to stay
for one more film. Shame. Next time. Maybe.

!
!
!

!
!

David and Ron dressed in
style for the event.

!
!
!
!

Marilyn shows
Tony her skills
with the mallet

A very pleasant evening of Golf Croquet was enjoyed by some thirty Forum members and guests at the Colchester
Croquet Club on Tuesday 25th July. After three or four sessions on the lawns demonstrating varying degrees of
competitiveness and expertise giving rise to much hilarity in several instances, the company adjourned for drinks and
a buﬀet. The weather after a somewhat doubtful start turned out to be sunny and warm which helped to make the
evening in the scenic setting of the club grounds into a very enjoyable social occasion.

!

FORUM FREEWHEELERS

21st July 2017. A month later than originally planned, twelve Freewheelers
arrived promptly to have lunch at Beth Chatto’s Garden. Thanks to Viv’s
diplomacy in agreeing to delay our visit until August, thereby solving a
problem for the restaurant staff, we were very well looked after by them. We
were seated at one large table, decorated with vases of lovely flowers,
undoubtedly from the garden, and had waitress service. The lunch menu
offered a very attractive selection of platters, the most popular being the fish
platter (£9.75), a summer special presented on a wooden board and included
ample quantities of smoked salmon and pickled cucumber with smoked Val Penfold. Sandra Putt and Rachel Hills
mackerel pate and prawns. Also available were baked potatoes and various
sandwiches. Wine was available in small individual bottles, which some,
mindful of the legal limit for driving, were happy to share between two.
Our thanks to Viv for her hard work in solving the booking problem. It proved to be a very happy and successful lunch.
Being the last to leave, I benefited from an offer from Jenny to visit Beth Chatto’s Garden. Jenny has an annual ticket as a
Friend of the Garden which allows her to visit with a friend. As we walked round, the weather turned warm and sunny.
Jenny, as a regular visitor, knew her way around and pointed out changes which had taken place in the last few months. One
particular area celebrated Beth Chatto’s 94th birthday. The garden was full of colour and Jenny, being knowledgeable about
bonsai, particularly admired the beautiful shapes and positions of the plants. Thank you Jenny for a lovely end to our visit.
N.B. To become a Friend of the Garden for one year you can purchase:- a single ticket £22 allowing entry for one person
and three children, a double ticket £38 allowing entry as above plus one guest.
Birthdays: Aug 3 Liz Threfall Sept 26 Dawn Frame Sept 29 Ann Stedman
Future Events: 24 August Ploughman’s Lunch – Viv Juniper – Hillcrest. Please let Viv know by Mon 21st August.
September: TBA by Liz Threfall.
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Meeting report 6th July
Jonathan Moore, Age Concern Colchester by Colin Bennett

!Jonathan Moore is quite a character!! He has also accepted an enormous challenge which will be met only with
the help of many, inside and outside the Rotary movement who, like me, value the contribution that this charity
brings to Colchester and to many of its its senior residents. His task is, within 2 years to put the charity and its
importance into the public eye, so that it becomes a self propelling and self financing charity.

!Let me recap. If a senior citizen needs help and goes to Colchester council or to the Citizens Advice Bureau,

then they are referred to Age Concern Colchester. This is an independent charity receiving no financial support
from Age UK. If Jonathan fails in his quest through lack of assistance and volunteers, then Colchester and its
community will be a great deal poorer. The charity offers a range of help to those in need, especially in benefit
advice which is a quagmire of forms and paperwork. Last year Age Concern was instrumental in obtaining
benefits of £1.4 million which otherwise would have been lost, not only to those in need, but to our community
as a whole.

Jonathan, in his own style had us all in stitches as he demonstrated, with audience participation, (thanks Robin
and John!) how a pantomime horse should be manned. He explained that the 17th September race day will run in
the (closed) High Street from the top of North Hill to the Town Hall.
It is hoped to raise some money for charity with sponsors able to name any charity. It is very much a community
event which should be lots of fun and could hopefully be an annual event to help not only
Age Concern Colchester but will help the town be seen as an attractive fun place to be.

!In answer to questions, Jonathan detailed the historical and

current positions regarding the national Age UK (which, by the
way, unlike our charity, does not visit the elderly, offering only
telephone advice) and Age Concern Colchester (which values the
personal contact which helps to identify all sorts of need). He
offered to give Ray a one-to one lesson on how to make a
pantomime horse mentioning that he had set up instructional
workshops.

!In my vote of thanks, I reminded members of the importance of support both from our

club and from individuals. We are here today because of the identified need for us, not
just to chuck money at charities (which in some cases do not need it), but to give of
ourselves in service and community which is so close to the heart and objects of our
Rotary movement.

!

TRAVELS WITH GUS!

Gus at Loch Rannoch in the
Cairngorms National Park on
a cycling holiday with Ian and
Maggie Dewis.!

